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principle of dual ownership: the tenant had a legal
interest in his holding which he could sell, and owing
to land hunger, the tenant right in many cases came
to be quite as valuable as the landlords', The tribunals,
on all of which the landlord interest was represented,
awarded reductions on an average of 25 per cent.
The Land Act was incomplete, and long years of
agitation followed to extend its operation : but from
1881, broadly speaking, the Gaelic nation recovered
everywhere a partial ownership of Irish land where
it was in Catholic occupation ; and the power which
the Anglo-Irish landlord class exercised, through their
power to evict, disappeared. Land purchase, State-
aided, followed, and the landlord class became merely
the occupants of houses and demesnes. The influence
which they possessed in Parliament was swept away
by extension of the franchise, and from 1885 onwards
the " old inhabitants of the island " returned four-
fifths of the Irish members. In 1898 reform of local
government threw control of parish and county
business entirely into the hands of the majority.
But in more important affairs, the Anglo-Irish could
still determine all decisions by appeal to the opinion
of the Parliament at Westminster.
On the eve of the European war, however, a Bill
giving to Ireland a Parliament with ministers respon-
sible to it was on the point of becoming law. This,
the Irish nation had won as against the Anglo-Irish.
Its victory should be claimed for Ireland rather than
for Catholicism, because throughout the whole of the
nineteenth century its leaders were very largely
drawn from the middle nation ; men like Parnell had
become Irish to the English, and English to the Irish.
Yet Ireland's victory had its limitation. Where the
power of the middle nation rested solely on British
bayonets, it must disappear with their withdrawal.
But in Ulster, where the middle nation held the
majority, the middle nation proposed to resist by
force, and Great Britain decided, under threat of

